Reservation: +359 885 863 140, Reception: +359 309 58 988 info@nevadapamporovo.com www.nevadapamporovo.com

SPECIAL OFFER MARCH
Apartments Nevada - Pamporovo

bed + breakfast
The hotel is located 50 meters from the slope №7 and lift №1, which provides its guests
use of the facilities directly with skis from the hotel
Accommodation
06.03-31.03
* Studio

TWO PEOPLE
*Suite

TWO PEOPLE

2 nights with breakfast
115

3 nights with breakfast

4 nights with breakfast

BGN .

171

BGN .

226

BGN .

135 BGN .

201

BGN .

266

BGN .

* The Price is in BGN for TWO PEOPLE accommodated in suite or apartment.
* Maximum occupancy in Studio 2 adults and 2 children or three adults
* Maximum occupancy in Suite 4 adults or 2 adults and 3 children

Prices are for studio / apartment and include:
 Overnight, breakfast, tourist tax, insurance and 9% VAT.
 Free use of internet and parking.
 Storage of ski equipment.
Additional payments:
 For dinner 15 BGN adults and 8 BGN child.
 Child up to 2 years - free of charge accommodation based on two adults
 Child from 2 to 12 years old - on extra bed – 15 BGN.
 Adult on extra bed – 20 BGN.
 Garage - 10 BGN per night.
 Use of sauna / after reservation / - 10 BGN.
Cancellations policy:
 A bank deposit is required - 50% of the total amount of the reservation after
its confirmation.
 For reservations with not received deposit until 48 hours before the date and
time of check-in (14:00), the hotel is not responsible and does not guarantee
the reservation.
 Cancellations can be made up to 15 days prior to arrival, no penalty.
 In case of cancellation on the day of arrival or no-show, 100% of the deposit are
charged

Prices are not commissionable for licensed ТО/ТА!

BANK ACCOUNTS IN BGN:

PIREUS BANK,

IBAN: BG77 PIRB 8070 1600 464345,

BIG: PIRBBGSF

